Milan, 8th November 2022

LutinX certifies the winner of the "Smart Village" challenge

The most important digital week in Italy, the Digital Week of Milan, 350 hybrid and free events that
will unfold throughout Milan, it will have among its protagonists even LutinX, which will certify with
its unique badges released with blockchain technology the winners of the event Smart Village, to be
held at Space 78, Viale Sarca 78, the 11th and 12th of November.
The race!: 4 groups of 5 girls and boys will have to idealize a project that aims to digitally enhance
Small Italian towns.
When!: from the morning of the 11th to the afternoon of the 12th of November. The project drafted
by the 4 groups will be judged Saturday, November 12 by an internal jury, which referring to the line
of the project idea "Smart Village", will decide the winner.
The winning project of the Work Experience, the one considered more inherent to the theme and
most engaging in the cause of the digitization of the Italian villages, will receive a certificate in
blockchain with LutinX and the 5 members of the winning team, in addition to the LutinX badges, will
receive a scholarship at the Paideia Campus in Pollica.

The projects will be illustrated in the final award phase, which becomes a moment of sharing ideas,
stimulus, and input for the birth of new possible collaborations with the Italian municipalities
involved and with the ANCI (National Association of Italian Municipalities). An event, this of the
Milano Digital Week, international, very sensitive and in line with the issues addressed in the project
drafts presented.
"The Smart Cities event underlines the real need for technology in our daily lives. Blockchain can be
used for an incredible number of opportunities." Alessandro Civati, Founder and CEO of LutinX,
emphasizes that we need to talk more often and to a wider audience of technology and blockchain,
to remove from these terms the often negative meanings and make everyone understand that the
future is already part of the present.

Parallel to the hackathon will be held a series of round tables and conferences that will also see the
participation of Alessandro Civati, CEO of LutinX, which will address blockchain issues on Saturday
morning, November 12.
The event is born thanks to a collaboration between Lutinx, Dot Academy and Spazio 78 and to
participate at the round tables or attend the award ceremony, free of charge, you must register
here: https://lnkd.in/d_JRxCRj
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